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Central and Eastern Europe, as well as Russia, has again openly 
become a large-scale borrower of Western models.' 
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IN LIEU OF A CONCLUSION 
As has been said at the beginning, this author's role in con- 

ducting this Survey is slmply that of a reader of cases. If this Survey 
is capable of yielding any general conclusions about the present or 
future of American conflicts law, those conclusions must he deduced 
by the reader. The author has nothing to add except to repeat the 
phrase with which he has ended his previous Surveys: 

Thus ended another year in the life of American conflicts law 
In its strive for maturity. 
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1. This article deals with the fact of a widespread borrowing of legal models in 
postSoviet States and Central and Eastern Europe; it also raises some questions on 
the effects of that borrowing. In order not to lose the focus of this study, 1 have not 
entered the terminological debate on the meaning of w e n t  notiona used to explain 
legal change. 'legal transplants," Ucimlation." "influence," "borrowing," are used 
here as words that refer to the same phenomenon: a wide supply of scholarly and 
statutoly legal models to post-socialist legislators. 

This is not to say that I do not consider the difference between a set of more 
general terms (such as borrowing, or influence) that indicate the process of legal 
change, and narrower eonc~pts (such as legal transplants, or reception), that refer to 
the result of a circulation. 

A w n d  note is related to the avtitude of the new models to match the needs of 
post-socialist smeties. Here 1 am sGply castmg some doubta on the consistency be- 
tween the contents of new models supplied by foreign institutions and the needs of the 
wst-socialist economies. Further research on theim~lementation of the borrowinn. 
i s  well as on the role oflegal professions in the appli&ition of new solutions, will hejb; 
us to understand the capacity and the significance of legal reforms in post-Soviet 
states and Central and Eastern Europe. 

On terminology see Wise, "The Transplant of legal Patterns," 38Am. J. Cornp. L. 
1 (1990 Supp.). 

Following Wolfgang Wiegand: 
'It is possible to differentiate between transfer, transplantation, impor- 

tation and reception. A closer observation, however, reveals that such termi- 
nology does not adequately describe or explain the effective pmedure of 
reception," 

"The Reception of American Law in Europe," 39 Am. J. Comp. L. 229, a t  236, h. 14 
(1991). 

Alan Watson has noticed that: 
'Actually, receptions and transplants come in all shapes and sizes. One 
ht  think also of an impoeed reception. solicited imposition, penetration, 3 .  
trat~on, cryptc-reception, inoculation and so on, and it would be perfectly 

poasible to distinguish these and classlfy them systematically, N a b o n  sug- 
gests that there is1 no point in elaborating a detailed classification of borrow- 
irq until individual instances have been examined to see what they reveal." 

Legal 'Ranaplanta. An Approach lo Compamliue LAIw a t  30 (1974). 
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During the Socialist era, despite declamations on the 'originality 
of socialist law," Western models were borrowed, even if a careful 
legal scholarship disguised them, or judges were unaware of their ori- 
gin. But the scale was slight, if compared to today's situation. 

As it is known, before socialism the legal systems of Central and 
Eastern Europe were deeply influenced by Roman-Germanic law, by 
scholarly works and statutes originated in the French, German and 
Austrian, but also Italian and Swiss, legal systems. Some of the Cen- 
tral and Eastern European legal systems experienced in the firat de- 
cades of this century the dissociation between a body of codes and 
statutes patterned on the French model, and the language of the 
scholars, deeply affected by the German tradition. Czechoslovakia 
and Hungary somehow maintained a conceptual approach to positive 
data borrowed from A ~ t r i a . ~  

In Russia, too, scholars and judges were affected by the enor- 
mous influence of Begriffsjurisprudenz mo~ement ,~ even though, be- 
cause of the hostility of the rulers and the 'stiffnessn of Russian 
positive law, there was little change in legislation in the fields of con- 
stitutional and private law.' 

2. See Buigley, 'Sodalist Law and the Civil Law Tradition," 37 Am. J. Comp. L. 
781 (1969); Sacco, 'The Substratum in the Civil Law of the Socialist Countries," 14 
Rev. Sot. Law 65 (1988); Polay, 'Einflusa der Pandektistik auf die ungarische Priva- 
trechtswissenschaR, 19 Acta Jur. Ac. Sc. Hung. 175 (1977); E. Schnur, Einflusse &a 
&utaehen unddes oskr'ieischen Rechts in Polen. (Schripenreihe der Juristischen Ge- 
sellschap zu Berlin-95) (1985). 

3. Political factors, rather than cultural difficulties, have prevented the drnft of a 
Civil Code for the Russian Em ire, heavily based on a pandectiat framework, from 
becoming positive law right b e k  the First World War. The DraR was then one of 
the covert model for the hasty codification of Soviet civil law in 1922. Adopted for 
tactical reasons in a milieu hostile to eodifieation, the 1922 RSFSR Civil Code modi- 
fied the previous trend of eriminalivltion of private bunineaa, and imposed to mluc 
tant revolutionarr judges a difficult mordination between *socialist' and Ibougeois" . -  - 
mles. 

Today, the 1913 DraR has been quoted as one of the models of reference from the 
Russian jurists working a t  the pmject of a new Civil Code for the Russian Federation 
(nee i&a at n 46). Many authors have stressed the mntinuity in legal reasoning of 
Russian seholara between the pre-Soviet pandectiat era and the sodalist one. See 
O.S. Ioffe, Development of Civil Law Thinking in USSR (1989); A g i ,  'The Rise and 
Fall of the Law-Baaed S t a b  in the Experience of Rusaian Legal olaruhlp, m Zb 
ward the 'Rule ofLaw' in Russia? 3 (D.D. Barry ed. 1992); F.J.M. Feldbmgp, Rus- 
sian Law: The End of the Soviet System and the Role of Law, no. 45  of the uenes Law 
in Emkrn Europe 74 (1993). Bernard Rudden has noticed that: 

"In structure. neneral urinciulea. and in manv detailed urovisions Bus- 
sian civd~lawl has since 19i2 be& &gely a sim&ed copy 'of that found in 
Western Europe, es~eciallv in the Cfomao-a~eabinn countriea. There neema 
to be little in ihe Gviet &tubs which expksed a particular ideology and 
even less that might be thought to be determined by a particular emnomic 
infrastructure. So a "pandectiat" system fashioned to deal with non-socialist 
societies is f u n d a m e n 3  quite ypable of handling poet-sodalism. Banality 
can be a blessing." "CI Law, C I ~  Society, and the Russian Constitution: 
110 The Law Q. Rev. 56, at  61 (1994). 
4. Law professors and the Senate's judges have been in the last twen yeare of 

XMth century, the main actora of the cirnrlation wit& the Russian gmpire of 
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Today, after a complete emancipation from ide~logy,~ post-Soviet 
legal systems must be reclassified: they can no longer be grouped 
within the family of 'socialist law." One might automatically con- 
clude that Roman.C+manic legal family has expanded to the East.? 
Indeed, during the last few years post-Socialist legislators have 
turned to pre-Socialist sources of law that were greatly influenced by 
classical continental models. 

Nonetheless, one could raise a doubt. Perhaps the end of the ide- 
ology does not only merely means a return to the models of continen- 
tal Europe, but to a Western Legal Tradition where the geographic 
and cultural limits that have traditionally been used in order to class- 
ify national legal systems into 'legal families" no longer matter.8 In 
the 45 (or 70) years that elapsed between the beginning and the end 
of the socialist experiment, the mqjor distinctions have been blurred, 
not only among civil law systems, such as the French and German, 
but between them and the common law. In private as well as  com- 
mercial law, Anglo-American principles are increasingly influencing 
continental scholars and  judge^.^ At the same time the European 
Union (EU) and initiatives in uniforming legislation have inspired a 
rethinking of rules and concepts, while business practice has in- 
vented solutions common to all legal systems. 

The prestige of common law models has become relevant in Rus- 
sia and in post-socialist Europe after the demise of socialist law. Ini- 
tially both Eastern and Western jurists probably over-emphasized 
the needs of an 'international traffic of legal ideas.""J This emphasis 

pandectiat models; see for inatance the translations into Russian of Pandekten of 
B m n ,  made by Petrezhitskii, and of lkrnburg, made by D.D. Grimm. A thorough 
analyais of the creative role of the highest body of the Russian judiaaty has been 
made by Wagner, lLegialative Reform of Inheritance in Russia, 1961-1914," Russian 
Law 143 8. (W.E. Butler ed.) (1977); see alao. Silveshi, T h e  Contraat between Mod- 
ernization and Tradition: Land Ownerahip during the Last Decades of the Taarist 
Empire," 19 Rev. Central Q East Eur. L. 1 (1993). 

6 .  See the volume The Emmipation of soukt Law, m. 44 of the series Iaw in 
Eastern Europe (F.J.M. Feldbmgge ed. 1922). 

6. See Kuss, Wethodische Fragen der Ost-westRechtsvergleichung im Zeichen 
des Systemwechsels in Osteumpa." Zed. Vergl. R. Wiss. 406 (1992). 

7. As it has been written in the conclusion of a study on the new Romanian post- 
socialist law: 'Nous assistons en ce moment B un processus de r6integration du droit 
mumain dam son systbme juridique naturel," Zlatescu Morianu-Zletescu. "Le droit 
mumain dam le grand ayatbme kmano-gbrmanique," 43 Revue lnk&ti&le de 
h i t  Compare 833 (1991). 

8. See Glenn, Za civilisation de la Common Law." 46 Revue Internationole de 
h i t  Compard 659 (1993); Lawson, '"b Family Afiinities of Common-Law and Civil- 
Law Systems," 6 Hasting8 Int'l. & Comp. L. Rev. 93 (1982) and, of course, H.J. 
B e m ,  Law and Revolution: The Formation of the Western Legal M i t i o n  (1983). 

9. W. Wiegand mentions several areas of integration of American law and Amer- 
ican legal thought into mntinental law, such as busineas and tort law, a s  well as 
mnatitutional law; see Wiegand, op. cit., supra n. 1, a t  23-48, 

10. See, for instenee Anderson. "Exporting Democracy. US. Lawyers Help E a s t  
ern Eumpe Drafi New Constitutions,"ABA Journal 18 (June 1990); "New Conatitu- 
tions Look to Our Own," Trial 56 (November 1990); Daviaon. #America's lmpaet on 
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was deeply connected with the widely accepted belief that with the 
introduction of the formal elements of democracy and of the legal pil- 
lars of market economies a %appy endn to the transition would have 
followed." 

Foreign and local jurists cooperating in the law reform process 
have now entered a second stage, marked by a more critical approach 
towards 'paper lawsn and by a more conscious attitude towards the 
uAnglo-American thinking" of legal advisers12 and of international fi- 
nancial i n s t i t u t i ~ n s . ~ ~  Nevertheless, the dissemination of new mod- 

Constitutional Change in Eastern Europe," %Albany L. Rev. 793 (1992). For a possi- 
ble explanation, Mattei, "Why the Wind Changed: Intellectual Leadership in Western 
Law," 42 Am. J. camp. L. 196 (I=). 

11. For a critical assessment of 'direct and indirxt interference by the West into 
the process of tramition in Eastern Europe," see Meier, 'The Transition in Eastarn 
Europe. What Went Wrong? The responsibility of the West." 24 Eat-OvesL no.6,9& 
(1993). 

Paul Brietzke has investigated the linka between the "idealized vision" of neoclas- 
sical emmomists, as applied to the Eastern European transition, and the private law 
perspective. In his opinion T h e  intense individualism of the neodassical perspective 
on law is necessary but ultimately not sufficient to the task of East European re- 
forms," see Wesigning the Legal Frameworks for Markets in Eastet-n Europe," 7 The 
' ~ M M ~ ~ o M [  Lawyer 1, at  18 (1994). 

12. The suitableness of Angl~American models for the CIS and Eastern E m  
pean legal refonna has been explained malung rewurse to several factors, such as 
more flexibility (in relation to bankruptcy law), or more independency of private law 
rules from public law. See Pop ,  'Bankuptcy Reorganization and the Death of Com- 
munism," 6 SEEL Survey of East European Law No. 4 at  3 (1984). stating that "Amer- 
ican model of bankruptcy reorganization h the best alternative available among 
Western insolvency statutes," at  3; see alao Brietzke, op. cit. supra n. 11, at  6, dincuss- 
ing the connections between common law principles and the neoclassical search for 
efficiency. 

A merent ,  original thesis has been sustained by Paul Rubin, arguing that 'at 
least a temporary use of common-law principles" in the postCommunist wuntries 
would be useful, saving the mats implied by the shortage of skilled lawyers and the 
slowness of the legislatures' work: 

T h e  argument here is that the relative mice of legislators and skilled law- 
yers is-higher in the post-Communist~countrie~than elsewhere. Thus, 
whatever the optimal balance between common law and code may be in more 
settled countries, the optimal mix is more towards a common law p m s s  in 
the newer economies." 
Rubin, "Growing a Legal System in the Post-Communist Economies," Cornell Int. 

LJ. [forthcomingl. Following Rubin's s eculations postCommunist governments 
should support the use of arbitration for k p u t e  resolutions. This more flexible pro- 
cess would help a step-by-step improvement of domestic legal cultures and would r e p  
resent a partial alternative to legal change through legidation. 

13. 'For many years the ideas of the [neeliberal economy] school had been imple- 
mented in the economic policies pursued by both the Conservative Thatcher govern- 
ment in the United Kingdom and the administration of President Reegsn in the 
United States. The principles of the neo-liberal school alao provided a basis for the 
aedit  policy of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank who wmpelled 
their insolvent debtors to adopt neo-liberal principles for their emnomic policies, as 
was the case in Chile or Bolivia," Bozyk, '"I'he Transfornation of East Central E m  
pean Ewnomies: A Critical Assessment," 26 Studies in C o y m t i v e  Communum 
257, at  266 (1992). The adoption of the %tin America recipe for the post-Commu- 
nist countries is dincussed by A. Przeworski, Democracy and the Market (1991). 
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el8 remains relevant and it affects an immense area included 
between Warsaw, Poland, and Almaty, Kazakhstan.14 

Consequently, it may be that the law within Central and Eastern 
Europe is not as homogeneous as it has been assumed for decades. It 
may be that the reception of new models has weakened the cultural 
linke that used to tie the legal cult- of these countries to continen- 
tal influences (scholarly and statutory) that were sometimes Fhnch, 
sometimes German, sometimes Italian and Austrian.16 Moreover it 
is certainly true that today, in contrast to the paat, reception takes 
place not only on the initiative of those who receive the new models, 
but also on that of those who propose them. 

Offer and demand of legal models is ruled not only by the tech- 
nics of legal expertise, but also by the political and economical deci- 
sions that govern international relations. 

In this last way, three questions are currentlv rained hv thnae KJ -. ------ -a ------ 
observing post-socialist societies in transition: 
a) can legislation act as an important factor in the creation of market 
economies?l6 

14. One should of course distinguish among different legal cultures and tradi- 
tions, that could differently affect the effectiveness of the transplants. Even within 
the post-Soviet republics one cnn notice important peculiarities; the distrust towards 
Western ideas and solutions, recurrent in the Russian culture, is not known at the 
aame level in Central Asia; a t  the same time, the mots ofwntinental legal culture are 
stronger in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, than in other CIS States. Also because of thin, 
legal personnel in the different countries could have a different understanding of An- 
glo-American models. 

A well known example of important law drafted with the advice of common law- 
yers is the Russian Law on Pledge. For an analysis of the 1992 Russian Law on 
Pledge, see Frenkel, 'New Russian Secured Tramactions Regime." 4 SEEL Survey of 
EwL European Law, No. 2, Iff. (1993). See the text translated by W.B. Sirnoun & K 
Hamre, in 18 Rev. Central & East. Eur. L. 678 (1&2). 

A less known example of model law is the draR on secured transactions, drafted 
by a wmmiasion of twenty civil and common layers as an EBRD project. The draft, 
which wntains many concepts that belong to the wmmon law tradition (such aa I&- 
tration without court involvement, and a unitary charge to cover both movables and 
immovables) has been used in Hungary and Poland. Both counhies however. 
adapted the text to their conditions of registration and enforcement. see: "A Model 
Law with Nowhere To Go?," 4 East Eur. Bus. L. no. 6, a t  2 (1994). 

16. Unlikely other European soeielist countries Soviet Russia formally repealed. 
aRer 1917, all sourees of Czarist law. Because of &s and of the longer time elapued, 
jurists in the postSoviet States today have many more problem than their col- 
leagues in Central and Eastern Europe to revive solutions wntained in the pre-social- 
k t  experience; this factor, wmbined with a propensity of Russian jurists to accord 
prestige to Anglo-American models, could famr a loouing of wnnectiona with 
Romanistic schemes. Stmnger reasons could push the legal systems of those Central 
Asian Republics away from this Romanistic kame where Sovietisation has repre- 
sented the &t (and unique) impact with civil law categories. 

16. The question, of course, cannot be isolated from two mbquestions: a fvst re- 
lated to the "type" of legislation we are talking about (fundamental private and wm- 
mercial legislation, or advanced solutions, originated in the 'postindustrial" era, or 
both?), a sewnd one related to the degree of effectiveness of the borrowing. 

It  k worthwhile noting that the problem of priority between legislation and "the 
economic basis of the soeiety" is recurrent. Even in the Stalinist era it has been de- 
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b) can legislation act as an important factor in the creation and the 
maintaining of democracy?l7 
c) is the creation and maintenance of democracy a prerequisite for 
the creation and functioning of the market?lS 

Instead of trying to answer all these questions, I will focus on the 
first of them. More particularly, Part I1 and Part I11 of the preaent 
article deal with the promotion of a market economy by the law.18 In 
order to mild the impression of a sharp and radical discontinuity be- 
tween a static and inert socialist era and a new post-socialist era that 
is dynamic and open to new models, Part I will study the influence of 
alternative models during the Socialist era. 

bated whether the law (in this ease eoeialint Soviet Low), originally mnceived by Man 
and Engels as a result of economic and political mnflicta, muld drive the evolution 
towards socialist economy of the People's Republics of Central and E a s t w  Europe. 

17. This question is of particular interest (but not of exclusive jurisdiction) for 
those studying the tramplant of new models in mns'titutional law; see supra n. 10; see 
also Arato. 'Dilemmas Arising h m  the Power to Create Constitutions in Eastern 
Europe," 14 Cardozo L. Rev. 661 (1993); see also, Ludwikovski, Tonstitution making 
in the Countries of Former Soviet Dominance: Current Developments." 23 Ga. J. 
Int7. & Comp. L. 155 (1993). 

18. The bibliography related to th ia  third question is vast, and mainly produced 
by political scientists and economists. See for enample Rzeworski, op. cit. (1991), 
arguing that: 

'The durability of new democracies will depend [. . .I not only on their institu- 
tional structures and the ideology of the major political forces, but to a large 
extent on their economic performance" (at 189). 

Fmm the juridical side, it is important to notice the increasing series of critical mm- 
menta (especially in the US.) on the schizophrenic role played by the European Union 
towards some Central and Eastern European States: sustaining economic develop- 
ment and eigning agreements from one hand, and barring full memPership aceese 
h m  the other hand. See Marko, 'A Critical Review of Market h n a  m Central and 
Eastern Europe: the European Community's Role," 17 Md J. Int7 L. & 'mule 1 
(1983) and Kennedy & Webb, Tntegration: Eastern Europe and the European E m  
nomic Communities," 28 Colum. J. T r a n e ~ t ?  L. 633 (1990). 

See also, Waelde & Gunderson, Zegialative Reform in Transition Emnomi-: 
Western Transplants-A Short-Cut to %al Market Emnomy Status?,' 43 Int. 
Comp. L.Q. 347 (1994); having questioned whether legislation can be 'a lea 
of fundamental change." the authors widen the matter, investigating whethe%f"fz 
mer Soviet republics are "limited by the existing o d d ,  cuitural, and legal founde- 
tions on which the new framework is to be built" (at 349). Waelde and Gunderson find 
analogies "which help to generate some concepts and examples" in the reception of 
Western law in the former mlonies, and in particular of U.S. private, mmmercial, and 
labor law in Japan after the Second World War (at 366-67). 

19. The focua of thin article is on the borrowing in the field of mmmercial and civil 
law, but one has to remember that a similar game is played within the a&r ofmn- 
stitutional law. Predse information on such field in provided quarterly by the Emt 
E u m p ~ l n  Conetitutw~l Reuiow, published by the Center for the Study of Constitu- 
tionalism in Eastern Europe a t  the University of Chicago Law School in partnership 
with the Central European University. 

See also supra n. 10, at  Ludwikowski, op. at.. supra n. 17. 
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During the first decade of 'Sovietisation" of Central and Eastern 
Europe (1945-1955) the socialist model in civil as well as in constitu- 
tional law restraineH the peculiarities of national legal cultures. 

Beginning in the late fifties, nevertheless, the influence of Soviet 
scholarship and legislation, which promoted uniformity, began to in- 
teract with other forces leading to diversity, some of which were in- 
spired by 'traditional" (i.e., pre-socialist) solutions of the different 
Central and Eastern European States. 

Scholars in Central and Eastern Europe began to free them- 
selves from the conformist attitude of the Stalinist age; national pe- 
culiarities came off the limb where they had been confined. At the 

- .--- 
same time, some private law rules untii then considered as 'tempo- 
rary" and merely tolerated, strengthened their position; private prop- 
erty consolidated (especially in Poland) the admittedly limited role it 
had been assigned. In constitutional law a new praxis (sensitive to 
pre-Socialist tradition) started to replace several solutions blindly 
borrowed from the Soviet e~arnple.~O 

Between 1964 and 1975 civil law was recodified in many coun- 
tries, including the fifteen Soviet Union's republics, Poland, Czecho- 
slovakia and lastly (1975) the German Democratic Republic, where 
the local jurists finally freed themselves from a troubled thirty years' 
of self-comparison with the scholarly model contained in the German 
Civil Code (BGB).21 When the commissions of codification finished 
their work in the different countries, the Stalinist age of forced recep- 
tion was over. The jurists who prepared the drafts could then men- 
tion the models that influenced them, acknowledging pre-socialist 
national influences, as well as refemng, occasionally, to 'interna- 
tional and foreign models."22 

However the existence of a substratum taken from Roman-Ger- 
manic Law does not by itself explain the success of models alternative 

20. In Poland, for example, the Parliament (Sum) appropriated since 1956 the 
fullness of its law making power, a power that between 1950 and 1956 was mostly 
exedaed by its permanent mmmission according to a mnstitutional disposition that 
faithtully followed the Soviet solution; see Iedebski. 'Lea amendements B la Constitu- 
tion de la Mpublique populaire de Pologne," 36 Reuw In t e rnu tw~le  do Dmit Com- 
pad 79 (1984); see also Peteri. T h e  Reception of Soviet Law in Eastern Europe: 
Similarities and Differences between Soviet and Eastern European Law," in 61 Tu- 
lane L. Rev. 1397 (1987). 

21. The persistence of East German legal scholarahip for the creation of a eyntem 
ofsoureee and of a theoretical apparatus relating to the law of the emnomy as  a sector 
entirely separated h m  the civil law has been explained by making reference to the 
decennial difficuity of elabomting a civil law in its turn autonomous h m  the BGB's 
tradition. See Markovits 'Civil law in Germany. Its Development and Relation to 
W e t  Legal History and'ldeology," 78 Yale L.J. 1. at 35 (1968). 

22. See for example the introductory report to Parliament of the draft of the Po- 
lish Civil Code quoted in Gnybowski, %form of Civil Law in Hungary, Poland. and 
the Soviet Union," 9 Am. J. Comp. L. 253, at  254 (1961). 
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to the Soviet one. A further explanation must be found in the deci- 
sion (taken, particularly, in the GDR and in Czechoslovakia) to incor- 
porate within the Civil Codes new classifications, so that the socialist 
law affected also the form of the provisions, and not only their 
c ~ n t e n t . ~  

Such choices were often the result of a polemical reaction of the 
legal culture of a socialist country against a traditional model. In 
such cases these choices show us the loss of expansive power and the 
decline of a model (e.g. the model taken from Begriffsjurisprudenz) 
that in other areas was successful and prestigious even after the so- 
cialist option.24 

The same can be said of fields of law other than civil law nar- 
rowly conceived. 

In constitutional law, though the political significance of many of 
its provisions left legislators little room for innovation even after the 
Stalinist era, nevertheless innovations took place in all Central and 
Eastern European countries, sometimes to reinstate traditional rules 
and institutions (Poland, Czechoslovakia), sometimes to discover so- 
lutions that reflected the peculiarity of the national experience of the 
building of socialism, as compared with the Russian experience (Al- 
bania, Romania). 

As the Stalinist model lost its hold, attempts to elaborate new 
constitutional rules became less sporadic and ephemeral.25 

23. The strong ideolcgical drive (as well as the wnaequent abstraction from prac- 
tical problems that resultad from it) that acmmpanied some national choices in the 
sixties, later induced the wurta to elaborate makesha cryptotypes. 

The Czecho8lovakian Civil Code of 1964, for example, avoided regulating eaae- 
menta law. During the following fifteen years, the wurta used other instruments 
(e.g., the prohibition of abuse of right (abus de dmit)) in order to achieve resulta d o -  
gous to thoae that were achieved before the exclusion of easements law from the civil 
code. The legal scholarship rehabilitated the easements law in the eighties, on the 
occasion of a revision of the code in 1982. 

Similarly, the code of 1964 did not provide a place for the notion ofjuristic person. 
so accepting the poaition of those scholarly theories that insisted on the necessity of 
"typifying" the notion, with reference to the closed nature of subjects allowed to exer- 
cise economic activity (economic oganiEetiona) and of other subjecta (social otganiza- 
tiona). However, within a few years, those theories were abandoned and the legal 
scholars kept on thinking over the abstract notion of a juristic person 

See Fekete, 'Problems of Codification of the Institution of Juristic Person in 
Czechoslovak Civil Law." in Questwnn of Civil Law Codification 48ff. (A. Harumthy & 
A. Nemeth eds. 1990). 

24. The result of such operations was that the civil law of the German Demmatic 
Republic in the late seventies, for example, appeared to be more distant from the 
German models inwrporated within the BGB than the Russian (positive) civil law 
(and than the Lithuanian, the Ukainian, and the Kazabian, eta.). However, one has 
to wnaider that the 'originality" of the GDR's civil law wntained in the 
Zivdgesehbuch of 1976 was emphasized by a legal scholarship that for ideological 
reasona was prone to hide the permanence of traditional rules. 

26. This is, in particular, Poland's case; see Izdebski, op. cit., supra n. 20, a t  79. 
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The decline of the Soviet model not only led to a rebirth of na- 
tional solutions, but to the borrowing of socialist models from Central 
Europe by the Soviet legal system. 

An example is family law. During the age when the allegiance to 
the Soviet model w h  demanded, it flattened the peculiarities (reli- 
gious and ethnic) of the various systems. The importance of the rules 
of Catholic or Reformed, or Orthodox Canon law as well as Islamic 
law had been replaced by the secular Soviet state model. However, a t  
that time, Soviet Stalinist family law was backward compared to the 
revolutionary choices formalized by the first RSFSR's Codes on Mar- 
riage and Family (1918, and 1926). The Soviet model encouraged la- 
icisation in certain countries, but "regression" in others, where the 
secularisation of family law was comparatively more advanced (in 
particular, Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic). 
The end of the Stalinist age went hand in hand with a change in the 
ideological attitude towards some rules of family law. As the pendu- 
lum moved again towards informality, the libertarian models elabo- 
rated by the Eastern German and Czechoslovakian legal scholarship, 
repressed during Stalinist rule, could find a place. 

The change is evident in economic law as well. Here, Western 
law had always had a great influence. In international trade, for in- 
stance, the socialist countries had used 'traditional" models of com- 
mercial law, including banking law and industrial law, and private 
international law. Such models were sometimes disguised as  social- 

They were included in sources that were sometimes very im- 
portant, such as the Czechoslovakian international commercial code 
of 1964, and sometimes marginal.27 

It  was not before the early seventies, however, that in some so- 
cialist countries the relaxation of central planning and the accept- 
ance of a (partial) pluralism of producers began to induce a break 
with legislation based on the Soviet model. It  began covertly, became 
more and more open, then became complete during the last period of 
the Soviet experience. The legislation of the age called "perestroikan 
(1985-1991) was greatly influenced by scholarly and legislative pro- 
posals elaborated especially in Hungary, since the end of the sixties, 
and in Poland, since the beginning of the eighties. 

The economic reforms of the Soviet system during the second half 
of the eighties was thus grounded in a body of enactments, including 
economic and labour law, previously tested in other socialist systems. 

26 Of course, pmbzipataon m mternataonal treaties and umform wnventaons 1s a 
different story However, i t  has to be noticed that in several cases the wuntries of 
thin area were umpired by certain treaties and wnventrons ID the dr- of disposi- 
tions of positive law, even if formally they were not part into them. 

27. See Armatrong. 'Letters of Credit in East-West Trade: Sowet Receptron of 
Capitallst Custom," 17 Vand J. Tmnn. L. 329 (1984); Mag@, 'Internataonal Trade 
and Commerce." 42 Emory L J. 449 (1993) 
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The peculiarity of those models was the attempt, that proved to 
be ephemeral, of reconciling well-rooted dogmas of socialist law with 
the new options for economic policy, that were captured by the slogan 
"making of a socialist market." In this way a model that until then 
was weak, such as the managerial independence of business enter- 
~ r i s e s , ~ ~  became strong. The solutions elaborated in a slow and trou- 
bled way in Poland, since 1980, on the workers' control of the 
management, on the enterprise's title over the goods, on the organi- 
zation of the relationship between enterprise and ministerial appara- 
tus, became successful, once the ideology changed, because they could 
reconcile the "classicaln principle of collective ownership of the means 
of production with the new principle of active workers' participation 
in production. 

The Polish model inspired the Bulgarian, Soviet, and lastly 
Czechoslovakian Acts on company law that from 1987 to 1989 
marked the end of the inelastic model of planning.29 

A similar event affected another weak model: the cooperative. 
Before the ideology changed, the requirement of spontaneity of for- 
mation had been abandoned, and the cooperative had been trans- 
formed into a body subject to the will of the planning authorities. 
Afterwards, the cooperative took on a new relevance when Socialist 
legislators at  first tolerated and then accepted the development of a 
private sect0r.3~ Moreover, the Hungarian (1971) and Polish (1982) 
Acts on cooperatives, that restored the basic principles of organiza- 
tion of the cooperative, became models for the Soviet legislator a t  the 
end of the eighties. 

The monodirectional flow that has developed, mtwne imperii, 
from Soviet East towards other European socialist countries', pro- 
gressively changed its direction. The limited influence of alternative 
models from socialist countries which were supposed to be consistent 
with the socialist ideology was a brief prelude to today's wider circu- 
lation of Western models. 

28. As everybody knows the self-managing organization of business enterprises 
was realized as strong model only in the (heretid) Yugoslavian experience, where it 
received constitutional protection and a detailed regulation in constitutional, civil and 
labour law. 

29. See B n e z i ~ k i ,  T h e  EC-Poland Association Agreement: Harmonization of an 
Aspiring Member State's Company Law," 34 Haruard Int7. L.J. 105, at 111 (1993). 

30. The di6erent ways of accepting the idea of a competition between state sector 
and private sector are examined in Privatieation ~d Entrepreneurship in Pmt-So- 
cialiet Countries, Economy, Law and Society (B. Dallago, G. Ajani & B. Grnncefi edb. 
1992). 
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11. THE DEMAND OF NEW MODEIS OF CML AND COMMERCIAL LAW 

1. The Extent of the Demand 

During socialism, it was difficult for a Westerner to study the 
Western civil law's influence on socialist civil law. It required exarni- 
nation of hidden ways of formulating rules. During the current post- 
socialist phase, however, the concealment has changed in an open ac- 
ceptance of foreign scholarly and statutory models, contained either 
in ad h c  drafts or in enactments already tested by practical applica- 
tion. The concealment d i sa~~eared  because of Dressure of various - - 

factors: the need to legisla&;n a short time and to fill the vacuum 
leR by the previous experience; pressure from supranational organi- 
zations as well as of international financial institutions; and also the 
simple desire of the politicians, and jurists to provide one's system 
with tools already in use elsewhere. 

The picture appears more and more complex as one considers its 
sheer size. 

The birth (or rebirth) of new states, where the jurists, as part of 
the intellectual class, are o h n  animated by a spirit of polemic 
against the scholarly and statutory model that was previously domi- 
nant, poses new questions for them. To what models do the Polish, 
Ukrainian, Estonian, Armenian, Slovenian, or Russian jurists feel re- 
lated nowadays? What 'modern" solutions does the ministerial exec- 
utive of such countries look at when he has to dr& an enactment? 
Moreover, a further complexity is the multiplication of persons and 
organizations who propose new models to local legislators. 

It  seems necessary then to focus the attention a t  first on the de- 
mand for new models. 

An example of cultural continuity is that all countries in the area 
have maintained a strong sense of "optimistic normativisrn,"31 that is 
to say a belief in the use of the law as an instrument of "social engi- 
neering." The new codifications, as well as different enactments on 
privatization, have been seen as a prerequisite for the creation of a 
free market. 

Many countries in the area have preserved the consulting agen- 
cies active during the socialist period in order to assist the legislator 
in the 'planning of the law-making activity." 

For example, in the Ukraine, a parliamentary Assembly's decree 
entrusted the 'Legislative Research Center" with the task of drafting 
bills necessary for a global reform of the judiciary.32 In Russia, the 
famous Pan-Federal Scientific Institute for the Soviet legislation car- 

31. See the considerations made supra at n. 15, and accompanying text. 
32. This decree is pubhhed in FBIS Report. Centml Eumaia 104 (September 

1992). 
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ries on its activity under a different name,33 supported by new orga- 
nizations, such as the Private Law Research Center under the 
President of the Russian Federation, founded in November 1991 as a 
Soviet Union agency, and later transformed into a Russian federal 
body, but also active in the preparation of drafta for other Member 
States of the Commonwealth of Independent States,% or the Federal 
Commission for the Provision of a Legal Information System.S5 

If we observe the programs produced by these agencies during 
the three or four years after the events of 1989, and the mass of en- 
actments by the lawmakers in the area, we can classify the areas that 
have required new interventions in the fields of civil and commercial 
law as follows: 
- general legislation (on rights of ownership, commercial com- 

panies, negotiable instruments, types of contracts, bankruptcy, com- 
petition, trade marks, labour, consumer protection, environmental 
protection, taxation, and so forth); 
- specific legislation on aspects of finance and credit (on the 

banking and insurance systems, on stock exchanges, on the activity 
of the Central Banks, on the organization and activity of investment 
Funds, and so forth); 
- economic legislation (mainly focused on the different aspects 

of transforming the state enterprises, in order to create a legal frame- 
work for the privatisation of state assets); 
- legislation on foreign investments and international trade.36 
In the first place, the fact that most of the systems concerned 

adopted, in a short lapse of time, legislative and administrative en- 
actments in these areas, raises questions about the models they were 

33. The forced unification of the murces of law in the t i hen  Republics that were 
part of the USSR is over, as everybody knows, since the Union's extinction (December 
1991). The treaties that founded and regulated the organization of the Common- 
wealth of Independent States (CIS) did not provide for production of supranational 
murces. A limited possibility of 'spontaneousw unification of national legislations wan 
provided for by a disposition amrding to which governments and parliaments of the 
Independent States shall adopt 'plans of legislative production" every six or twelve 
months, including Presidents' decrees, and shall moperate to determine the content of 
such plans. 

Recently, the idea waa proposed of proceedmg to a reoodification of civil law 
within the Member States of the Commonwealth of Independent States by reference 
to a (not bin*) common model. See the "Recommendationew of the International 
Conference Grazhdnnskie Kodeksy Gosudorteu Sodwheetva: IChannonizateilia i 
Modelhvanie (The Civil Codes of the Commonwealth of the States: Harmonization 
and Modelling) held in St. Petemburg in March 1994. 

34. The h e a r c h  Center for Private Law was endowed with personality by the 
Resident's order of 14th July 1992; amrding to its corporate purpose, its main activ- 
ity consists in the preparation of drafta for the Reaidemy of the Russian Federation. 
in the various sectom of private and commercial law. 

36. The Federal Commission was aented by a Presidential Edict on January 
1994 see 4 Rcrseiu and Commonwealth Businese Law Report. no. 20. 11 (1994). 

36. &. 1 Law in %tuition. A Newsletter on Lcgol Coopemtion & %ining 
Form the EBRD (Winter 1992-93). 
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using. Secondly, one would expect a revision and a systematic ar- 
rangement of that vast body of legislation.37 In some cases those 
sources (in particular the legislation on commercial and company law 
of the Russian Federation and of other CIS countries, were adopted 
a t  a time when compromises with remaining dogmas were still neces- 
sary. In other cases, legislation was enacted to achieve an immediate 
political goal, such as admission to international banking bodies, or 
partnership to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.38 In 
some other cases, the quick evolution of the economic situation made 
the rulw adopted obsolete and inconvenient. Sometimes innovation 
was spurred by ad hoc agreements with the interested parties. Some- 
times it was adopted to attract foreign investments. An example is 
tax legislation comprehensively granting privileges to foreign inves- 
tors when the national private enterprise was almost nonexistent. 

Here, it is necessary to differentiate among models, by distin- 
guishing between contingent models and lasting models, between 
political macro-models, that incorporate choices of economic policy 
(for example, organization of an autonomous Central bank, the au- 
thoritative protection of competition) and technical models, that can 
accompany those choices.39 

In particular, the legislators seem to be aware of the temporary 
nature of some choices. Sometimes they have formally chosen an in- 
terim rule. Sometimes they have implicitly accepted the temporary 
character by using administrative rules instead of legislation. Some- 
times they have restored pre-war enactments that are only suitable 
as general regulations. 

37. Aa an example of the impressive amount of legislation the new parliaments 
and governments of post-Soviet States are called to adopt or to amend in a short time, 
one could mention a letter the Russian Resident Boris Yeltsin has sent to the Chair- 
man of the Russian Aasembly (the Duma), including a list of 54 bills the Head of the 
State wanted to submit to the lower chamber of the RF Aasembly in the course of 
1994. The list refers, among others. to: the judiaal system of the RF; the Conntitu- 
tional Court; the Supreme Court, the pmeecutorn' office; the procedure for passing 
federal conetitutional laws and federal laws. and their coming into force; the Civil 
Code; the Criminal Code; the Criminal h s e  Code; the Land Code; the Houaing 
Code; the right to information; the banking system; the bar; the administrative jus- 
tice; the status of political parties and of non-profit organizations; the elections of the 
Resident of the RF; the legal status of foreign citizene; see, 4 Ruseiu & Common- 
wealth Bus. Law Report, No. 22, 9-10 (1994). 

38. See Breskovski. 'Bulgaria and the GATE A Case Study for Accession," 17 
World Competition 96 (1993); Ebenroth & Grashoff, Trade-Related Investment Meas- 
ures (TRIMS) osteumpaischer Reformstanten in der Erweitungsphase des GATT." 40 
Recht &r Int. WirtschaP No. 3, 181 (1994). 

39. The organization of an  autonomous Central Bank, the anti-trust legislation, 
the wntral control over the stock-exchange are models of emmmic policy that an 
traditionally referred to the development of the American economic system. 

A country of Central-Eastern Europe that today edopts an  Act to regulate w m p  
tition can not only use the technical model represented by the American law, but also 
the technical model incorporated in the EU legislation, or specified by the German. 
French or Italian Acts. 
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It then appears clear that, mainly because of the size of the de- 
mand for new models, today's situation has a completely new charac- 
ter. To compare it  to post-war period, when the solutions of bourgeois 
law were repudiated and the Soviet model was adopted, would not 
capture its significance. 

Formerly, the new models were contained within the statutory 
and scholarly corpus of Soviet law. Today, the new models to be as- 
similated are spread in national and super-national sources that dif- 
fer in origin and kind, in uniform legislation, as well as in idem 
elaborated by legal scholarship and practice. Moreover, beside the 
so-called 'official" demand of bodies institutionally established as leg- 
islator's advisers, there is a spontaneoua demand, that sometimes fol- 
lows traditional academic channels and depends on the accident of 
personal relationships, and sometimes it is organized in other waye. 

Very likely an inconsistent, fragmented, chance reception of new 
models is taking place. 

2. Projects of (Re)codi@atwn 

To prevent an inconsistent and unsystematic reception, one 
could resort to codification, a t  least for certain aspects of civil and 
commercial law. Despite the decline of civil law codification in Conti- 
nental Europe, there is a myth of civil law codes among Central and 
Eastern European countries that, since the early Nineties', has made 
codification a priority in the legal reform agenda. The myth dates 
back to the socialist age, when virtually all countries in the area codi- 
fied and recodified civil law (or civil and economic law),'o and it has 
been strengthened today by East-West co-operation in the legal 
reforms. 

Indeed, initially, national legal scholars and foreign commenta- 
tors generally agreed on the structural validity of the old socialist 
civil codifications, except the codes that searched too daringly for 
originality, such as the East-German Zivilgesetzbuch and czechoslo- 
vakian obEanski zakonik. 

Thanks to their Roman Law structure," the socialist Civil Codes 
seemed at a firat stage to be suitable for the transitional phase from 
plan to market. Today, however, the radical nature of the innovation 
process, together with the interest of those who propose new models 
to exaggerate the failures of the old texts, haa convinced many not 
only that the socialist civil codes are inadequate, but also that a aim- 
ple re-styling would not be enough. 

40. See Ajani, The Soviet Experience with Codification: Theoretical and Corn- 
parative Perspectives." The Soviet Sobrnnie of Law l&dff. (Richard Buxbaurn & 
Kathryn Hendley eds. 1991). 

41. See Rudden, op. cit., supra, n. 3, 61R 
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One reason so much emphasis is placed on the drafting of civil 
codes is the interdependence of economic and legal reform. Among 
economists there is general agreement that, although all structural 
reform measures can not feasibly be introduced simultaneously, a 
critionl m a s  of comprehensive reforma has to be introduced at  the 
outset of the transition, in order to create minimal conditions for the 
development of market relations. Subetantial legielation neede to be 
introduced to prevent both producers and consumers from adopting a 
wait and see attitude in the expectation that current policies may be 
subsequently reversed by the g o ~ e r n m e n t . ~ ~  

Accordingly, many local jurists and foreign advisers have argued 
that an orderly transition to and the formation of a market economy 
must be supported and consolidated through the creation and, when 
possible, the restoration, of a comprehensive and permanent legal 
framework for the exchange of goods, services and capital, that will 
provide the basis for other law reforms. 

Transformation of the whole economic system requires the repeal 
of a huge body of pre-existing legislation mainly in the adrninietrative 
field, but also in the area of economic law. The organization of a new 
hierarchy of the sources of law is, therefore, neceesary to give an 
equal status to all owners (individuals and entities) that would man- 
age the means of production. It  also would establish rules and stan- 
dards that traditionally support and regulate decentralized economic 
activities. 

To avoid inconsistency in the adoption of the rules, a comprehen- 
sive modern codification of civil law seems to be the best tool to pre- 
vent chaos and provide the technical guarantees for the further 
development of both civil and commercial legislation. In thie respect 
a Code is the necessary complement to political guarantees embodied 
in a new Constitution and in International agreements. Therefore, 
far from being a simple legislative act, a Civil Code can also be con- 
sidered as a depository of the fundamental rules for the new economic 
freedoms and commercial relations. 

Historically, in the European continental experience, Civil Codee 
have contained the fundamental legal decisione eupporting private 
initiative and autonomy. The following set of provisions and rights 
that were not fully recognized under the feudal system were embod- 
ied in the Civil Codes of Europe: 

a )  the recognition of a general legal capacity of individuale and 
legal entities (see, for instance, Sect. 1 of the 1804 French Civil Code, 
par. 17 of the 1811 Austrian Civil Code); 

42. See Rzeworski, op. at., supra n. 13, at 190-91. 
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b )  the abolition of restraints on the free trade of goods and on the 
sale of land and property within the State (Sect. 537, 544 of the 
French Civil Code, par. 308 of the Austrian Civil Code); 

c) the acknowledgement of a wide degree of autonomy in con- 
tractual relations (Sect. 1107-1134 of the French Civil Code).43 

Under the command economy all the principles just above men- 
tioned were subordinated to the paramount principles of Marxism 
Leninism as interpreted by the Communist Party leadership. With 
the creation of a market economy all economic agents must be treated 
equally under the law, and these principles must reacquire their 
classical meaning. 

The complexity of the role recognized to civil law codification ex- 
plains why in the five years following the collapse of the Soviet-type 
regimes, the Civil Code has been the great latecomer. Everywhere, in 
Poland, as well as in Hungary or in Ukraine, the Codes of the social- 
ist age have been thoroughly amended.'4 Everywhere legal scholars 
have complained about the inadequacy of such measures. Almost 
everywhere politicians showed that they understood such complaints 
and set up commissions for recodification. 

A new phase of civil and commercial law codification began 
within Central and Eastern Europe, as in most of the CIS member 
states. As everybody knows, however, the codifying commissions' 
work is a difficult one, particularly as far as private law codification is 
concerned. Scientific rigour and political analysis intersect. The 
legal scholar on a commission thinks according to time scale of the 
scientific research, which is longer than that of political pragmatism. 
For the moment, one can only note the faster speed of the adoption of 
new Commercial Codes (in Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic) as 
well as of pre-war Commercial Codes amended in Romania, Poland 
and in the Baltic States. At the same time, drafts of new Civil Codes, 
that proclaim their dissimilarity to those of the socialist age, are cir- 
culating within the Russian Federation,'6 in some other CIS'S mem- 
ber states (Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine, 

43. See Gambaro, "Codes and Constitutions," 2 Italian Studies in Law 79 (1994); 
see also Brietzke, op. cit., supra n. 11. 

44. See Glatz, 'Die Novellierung des polnischen Zivilgesetzbuches." 37 Recht in 
Out und West 44 (1993). 

46. The dr& of a new Civil Code for the Russian Federation has been elaborated 
by Research Center of Private Law; the wmmission, chaired by Acndemic Professor 
S.S. Alekseev, was ale0 supported by meetings with jurists from the Netherlands, who 
collaborated in the draRing of the new Dutch Civil Code (NBW), as well aa from other 
European countries and the United States. 

See Dowrteev, 'Trends in the D;vevebpment of Russian Civil Legislation During 
the Transition to a Market Ewnom 19 Rev. Centml & E.E. Low 60 (1993); see also 
the informations contained in Frenkel, "Summary of Developments in Russian Com- 
mercial Law in 1993," 6 Suruey of East European Low, no. 1. Iff. (1994). 
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Uzbekistan). in the Czech Re~ublic and in Albania.* The Russian 

I Federation A d  Albania lead ihe group, having adopted-a new Civil 
Code in 1994. 

I Unlikely Civil Codes, the codification of commercial law seems to 
be a smoother venture. 

Within the area now divided between the Czech Re~ublic and the 

I Slovakian Republic, for example, pragmatism prevaied over eon- 
cerns for svstematic consistencv. On Januam 1.1992 a new Commer- 

The new Czech enactment restored traditional rules and con- 
cepts: it has, consequently, eliminated quantitative and qualitative 
limits to the exercise of property rights, and protected possessory 
rights, and minor rights ad rem. These enactments also gave great 
importance to uniform models. Dispositions of the Vienna Conven- 
tion on the international sale of goods of 1980 have been included in 
portions of the revised Civil Code that concern the formation and 
breach of contract, and in those of the new Commercial Code that 
concern delivery and guarantees for the seller. The Czechoslovakian 
Commercial Code was also a step towards a reorganization of sources 
of law. It repealed both of the "socialistn predecessors, the Economic 
Code and the International Trade Code of 1964. It  also repealed en- 
actments of the transitional period (such as the Law on stock compa- 
nies, borrowed from a German model, enforced in 1990 and now 
arranged within the second book of the Code, the Laws on companies 
with foreign stake of 1988 and on economic relations with foreign 
subjects). 

Not much can yet be said about the slower and more traditional 
way legal transplants occur: through the initiative of scholars. One 
can only mention some trends. In Russia, legal scholarship, once it 
freed itself from rules of style and methodology supported by the ide- 
ology, has turned to the task of advising the legislator and, to a lesser 
extent, of reporting legislative novelties to interpreters. It  has not 
yet arrived at a new methodology. Within the whole area of the for- 
mer Soviet Union, old and new legal periodicals turned to foreign and 
comparative law. Such studies are focused on the macro-analysis of 
normative solutions, more than on the micro-comparison. Eclecti- 
cism dominates in the choice of subjects to study, areas to take into 

46. See bani, * b e  Koakation des Z~nlrechts m Albaruen," 37 Recht an Ost und 
West 257 (1993) 

47 It was not by chance that Czechodovalua was the first country to Feoodify 
commercial law; the early c ~ n l  macation of 1960 (favoured by the presence of a dr& 
of the unmehate pre-war penod) mduced to a new codificnbon, more clearly 'social- 
1st" m 1964, the madequacy (substanbal, but also formal) of such last codificabon to 
wpe with the new economc order that the country entered ~nto after 1989 can explain 
the pragmat~c cham adopted m 1992 
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consideration, methods to follow. It  goes together with a widespread 
awareness of the presence of new models of foreign origin in the re- 
cent enactments. 

Such an awareness may make it possible in the future to evalu- 
ate how the newly received models fit into the legal system. 

111. THE SUPPLY OF NEW MODELS 

1. Indirect Influence Through the Activity of Zntemtional 
Organizations 

We can now examine the persons and organizations who are sup- 
plying models and how these models work. 

Immediately aRer 1989, the legal systems of Central and East- 
ern Europe were influenced by an heterogeneous set of persons and 
organizations making proposals as part of technical and legal pro- 
grams. Sometimes this activity was part of a larger program, tradi- 
tionally devoted to developing and emerging c o u n t r i e ~ . ~ ~  More 
frequently it is now due to ad hoe initiatives, sometimes from re- 
quests of Central and East European governments, and sometimes 
from outside the area. In certain cases, adoption of the proposal 
merely depends on prestige of the proposed model or of its propo- 
nents. In other cases, further variables come into play. 

Initiatives to propose new legal enactmentsq9 take different 
forms: assistance given by national bodies, such as the German 
Technical Cooperation Governmental Office (GTZ), or the French In- 
terministerial Mission for Central and Eastern Europe (MZCECO), or 
the Dutch Government's Center for the Cooperation with Eastern 
Europe; assistance given by international organizations, such as EU, 
Council of Europe,eo EFTA, UNCITRAL,S1 European Bank for Recon- 
struction and Devel~pment ,~~ World Bank, International Monetary 

48. One can think of the activity of the UN's bodies like ILO, UNIDROIT, the 
United Nations Development Program, but also of the United States Agency for Inter- 
national Development. 

49. As everybody knows, legal assistance activity can include not only the prepa- 
ration of new bills. but also the revision and critical analysis of the Law in force, as 
well as  the supply of economic advice about the best legal policy to follow, or sociologi- 
cal analysis about efficiency of regulations, or training activity for the requalification 
of jurists that will have to utilize the new rules, or technical assistance as  to the 
infonnatisation of legal data, and so forth. 

See Westen, 'Die Rolle der Rechtsvergleichung im ost- und mittel- eumpaischen 
Reformprozess," in 35 Recht in Oat und West 1 (1991). 

50. See 'Council of Europe's Support to Legislative Reform in Eastern Europe," 1 
Law in Tmnaitwn. A Newsletter on Legal Cwpemtwn & Tmining Form the EBRD, 4 
(Winter 1992-93). 

51. Among the several models worked out by UNCITRAL and followed by poat- 
socialist legislators one wuld mention, for instance, the model Public Procurement 
Code," approved by the UN in July 1993. The model has inspired the Polish public 
pmcurement law; on its mntents see 4 E a t  Eur. Bus. L. no. 94.68. (1094). 

52. See Wold Bt Zeelke, Tmmoting Sustaiaable Development and Democracy in 
Central and Eastern Eumpe: the Role of the European Bank far Reconntruction & 
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Fund, OECDPS assistance given by private organizations and foun- 
dations, such as the Stiflung fir intermtiomle rechtliche Zuuam- 
menarkit, the Adenauer Stiflung, the Sorw Foundation, the 
American Bar Association, but also big law firms and research wn- 
tree of multinational ~ompaniese~ and assistance given by University 
centers.@@ 

The type of assistance affects not only the geographical extent of 
ite influence but also its chances of success. To locate the areas 
where these proposals have the greatest chances to end in reception, 
it is useful to consider two types of international organizations: the 
international banking and credit organizations, such as the Interna- 
tional Monetary Fund, the World Bank. the EBRD. and the Euro~ean 
Union (in particular, the Commission of the European Union). =F, 
Development." 7 Am. U.J. Int'l L. & Pol'y 559 (1992). The EBRD organised, in associ- 
ation with the International Development Law Institute and the Harvard -am on 
International Financial Systems a workshop in London (November 1991). in order to 
set up a more rational organization of the Technical Assistance in the field of legal 
reforms. Lack of coordination among the several institutions providing legal assist- 
ance is still a major wst of the whole process. 

59. The OECD, and more in particular its Directorate for Financial, F i d  and 
Enterprise Affairs, mostly operates within the field of ewmmic assistance, but such 
activity has obvious implications with legal regulation. The Organization, among 
other requests. received one for assistance from the Ruasian government as  reg& 
the draftin# of a new legislation on trademarks, and the revision of the jaw on wn- 
sumers' protection and on investments proteetion, as well as a Bielorussian requert 
for assistance as regards drafting of provisions on drawing up balance sheet. 

54. Already in 1989. the Soros Foundation ordered a development project for 
*open sedors" within the Soviet Union, where new legal rules should have supported 
free and private organization of trade and production. The solutions elaborated a t  
that experimental phase were then used to pmvide assistance to the legislators of 
Soviet Republim as regards the creation of %ee economic zones." 

We can add the Z'huhand-Ostoumpa-Bemturylsgeselbchfl mbH founded in 
1992 by the Z'huhndanetalt, the body that is in charge ofprivatization dfthe produc- 
tion apparatus of the former German Democratic Republic, in order to provide legal 
wnsultation on problems wnneeted with the privatisation process. 

The Stifluryl fur inter~tionale rechtliehe ~ u a a m m e ~ r b e i t  active since May 
1992 in Bonn, is, in reality. a private foundation financed by the &-man government. 
Its activity, in wnnedion with the activity of the German Minimtry of Justice, is di- 
rected tu give legal assistance to East-Central European and CIS governments as  well 
as  tu work on legislative drafts. 

On the assistance program passed by the American Bar Association and called 
Central and Eastern Eumpean Law Initiative (CEELI). see the ABA's President's ar- 
ticle: D'Alemberte. .Our Eastern European Challenge. Providing Technical Assist 
ance to Stmgglmg Democracies," ARA Journal 8 (March 1992). 

66. In certain cases the university centers involved in proposing "market-oriented 
leginlative models" are the same that, during the past decades, represented a privi- 
leged observation site for Western sovietologists. 

In an intermediate position between 'scientific' wmultation and "professional" 
mnsultation lies the activity provided, for exnmple by the University of Houston 
that, with the World Bank's and oil induatrfs h 'ncing, prepared several bills oi 
technical regulation on mining law mattera for the Russian Federation. See the pro- 
ceedings of the 'Symposium on the Russian Petmleum Legislation Project a t  the Uni- 
versity of Houaton Law Center.' 15 HowLon J. Int L. (1993). 
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Membership in the IMF, obtained by all the countries of the area 
in the early 1990's,66 was in many cases preceded or accompanied by 
formal demands for technical assistance in the preparation of atatu- 
tory texts. The IMF, and particularly its Legal Department, en- 
couraged the development of law regulating financial matters such as 
banking legislation, regulations on the activity of the central banks, 
monetary orders for almost all of the CIS member states, for the 
three Baltic republics, for Albania, Bulgaria, Poland and Romania. 
The Legal Department of the World Bank intervened in order to pro- 
pose drafts on tax law and foreign investments protection in the same 
countries. 

In certain, highly technical, sectors, the presence of a single pro- 
ponent can promote unif0rmity.6~ The fact that the proponent also 
grants credits and other economic aids may guarantee the adoption of 
the proposed model. However, when the assistance involves enact- 
ments of great importance (for example, parts of Commercial Codes, 
or company laws), the casualness variable may concur with the 'pres- 
tige factor" in the determination of the model to be transplanted. In 
these cases the organizations commit decisions to foreign experts and 
to jurists who are working where the bills are prepared, that is, at the 
Ministries, more than at  the Faculties of Law. Experience shows 
however that bad communication between the foreign and the local 
experts, cultural misunderstandings on the fields that must be cov- 
ered by the new legislation and, last but not least, a weak translation 
can heavily influence both the choice and the drafting of the new 
rules. Furthermore, the way the project team a d s  is in some cases 
reminiscent of the procedures adopted when drafting uniform laws or 
international conventions. Conflicting opinions (both a t  the technical 
level and a t  the political one) may generate vague formulas. 

Therefore, to determine the organization that provides assist- 
ance is not always to determine with certainty the origin of the 
model. Chance and prestige concur to blur the marks of the new map 

56. By 1992 every Central or Eastern European muntry (including Albania) was a 
member of the International Monetary Fund. So the relationships between interna- 
tional banking organizations and former socialist muntriea changed drastically 
within a few years. In fact, until the eighties objective factors related to the economic 
organization of such countries, such as the structural impwsibility of enacting the 
monetary and fiscal policy measures that the IMF required as a premndition to re 
ceive the loans, barred the mntact more than political factors. See Pissda. *Zur 
Rolle von IMF, Welt+nk und GATT in den OnOaeWest-Wirtschaftsbeziehungen," &r- 
iehte des Bundesinstztuts fUr oshuissenaehafiliehe und internationale Studien, No. 16 
(1991). See also Reisman, 'The World Bank and the IMF: a t  the Forehont of World 
Ransformation," 60 Fordham L. Rev. 349 (1992); J.M. Starrela. L'aide d h R d f b m  
dons les Pays d'Europe centmle et orientale (1992). 

57. Similarly, in the field of intellectual property protection. for example, uniform 
new rules are developed by following the standards prepared by the World Intellec- 
tual Property Organization 0). See the Hungarian Acts on utility models and 
s o h a r e  proteetion. Nos. XXXVIII e XK, in force sin- 1st January 1992. 
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of post-socialist legal systems that is being drawn up by locating uni- 
form technical models.68 

The picture becomes more complex if we consider that eome pro- 
ponents do not limit their activity to the assistance in drafting legie- 
lation, but also train legal personnel and suggest changes in the 
eyetem of legal education. The division between the modela of poei- 
tive law and the discourse of scholars and judges is a common phe- 
nomenon in many European countries.se What is more peculiar in 
the case of Central and Eastern Europe and CIS states is the adoo- 
tion of common law solutions, becauseif the insistence of propone& 
and commentators who are more familiar with such solutions,60 in a 
body of law having continental style and a t ~ c t u r e . ~ ~  

The play of reforming and approximating legislation making re- 
course to a numberless set of models and to a wide set of proponents 

58. In Albania, for instance, the government, as a part of a pmject of technical 
assistance with the German government, ordered a team of German jurists to prepare 
the Company Law as well as the fvst part of a Commercial Code. The proposed 
model, instead of reflecting the influence of Germany, was based on the French droit 
des socitWs. More precisely the parts related to mmpany law are inspired by the 
French Ldi sur les societda cdrnmerciales of 1966, whereas the draft of the First Book 
ofthe Commercial Code restores part of the mntent of the Albanian Commercial Code 
of 1932, based on a draft of C. Vivante an Italian jurist. The founding of the mmmer- 
cia1 register follows the German modil. 

59. During the h t  half of our century, the most recurrent division has been the 
one between a system of rules based on the French codifications, and a legal scholar- 
ship influenmd by the pandectist ideas originated in Germany. 

60. For example. the American Bar Aasoeiation organized under the CEELI pro- 
ject (see supra n. 54) a network ofmrrespondents at  the Minintries of Justice or other 
governmental offices of the countries of the area  these correspondents gather the 
most important drafts (of "local" production as dell as those elabornted by foreign 
subjects assistance) and they submit them to the Aasoeiation's member in order to 
receive mmments and opinions. Once "annotated. in this way the texta are given 
back to the l a a l  authorities who proceed with the legal drafting. Following such a 
procedure, only in Central and East Europe, have the drafts of the Czechoalovabian 
Commercial Code (prepared by a mmmission at the Czechoslovakian Supreme Court), 
the Bulgarian draft on antitrust law, the Albanian drafb of the Civil Code, of the 
Commercial Code and ofthe Constitution been revised. Quite often the comments are 
not limited to an  analysis of the text's internal mherenm and completeness, but they 
pmpwe alternative solutions based on the American experience. 

See. ABA Section of Antitrust Law. "Comments on DraR B~&arian Antitrust 
Law."Antitrust Law Jourml 246 (1991). More recently, CEELI's assistance has also 
t un~ed  towards the implementation of legislation (an example is the Russian Federa- 
tion 'Jury Law" of July 16, 1993), and the training of legal pewnnel. See, for a com- 
ment to the 1993 Jury Law, JNH [John N. Ha~ardl. "Juries as Alternative to 
Traditional Trial in Russia," in 4 SEEL Survey of East European Law No. B Iff. 
(1993). For an  assessment of CEELI's legal assistame projects in t h e ' c l ~ ,  see 3 
CEELI Updute, No. 5, 14ff (1993). 

61. One can reeall the sub-statutory sources enforced by the Soviet legislator in 
1990 in order to regulate the activity of stock mmpanies and limited linbility wmpa- 
nies, or the Ukrainian Act on the stock exchange: in such sources the interpreter is 
bound to operate on definitions that are now borrowed from Anglo-American ideas, 
now from mntinental models. 

See Sukhman, 'New Foreign Investment Regimes of Russia and other Republice 
ofthe Former USSR: A Legislative Analysis and Historical Perspective," 16 B.C. Int'l 
Comp. L. Rev. 321, at  401ff. (1993). 
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may encounter serious difficulties regarding both the differences in 
the priorities of countries and of proponents as to the areas of law to 
be reformed. 

2. Approximation of Laws Through Association with the European 
Union 

Finally, in some cases, foreign and international organizations 
induce a reception in countries that enact laws inspired by European 
Union's models, because they are planning to become EU member 
states, or in order to sign temporary agreements. 

Examples are those Central and East European countries that 
signed 'Association Agreementsw with the EU in 1991 and 1992.82 
They then have a status in relation to the EU member states like the 
one eqjoyed by the EFTA countries in the past. The Association 
Agreementa imposed duties to adapt positive l a d 3  and collateral 
technical regulations. These duties have to be combined with the en- 
gagements already made by the national legislators by enforcing an- 
titrust Acts based on the EU mode1.a The direct approximation is 

62. See Brzezinski, supra n 29; Wagner-Findeisen. 'From Annociation to Acces- 
sion: An Evaluation of Poland's Anpirations to Full Community Membership.' 16 
~ o r d h a m  Int. L.J. 470fF. (1993). 

63. The point is made explicit in the texta of the Agreementa. Sections 67-69 
the Agreement with Hungary, for instance, states that: 

T h e  Contracting Partiea acknowledge that the d o r  pmndi t ion for 
Huneary's intawation into the Community is the approximation of that 
muntry's existing and future legislation to that of the Community. Hungary 
shall act to ensure that future legislation is mmpatible with Community leg- 
islation as far as possible. 

The approximation of laws shall extend to the following areaa in particu- 
lar: customs law. b law, mmpany amuntn and taxes, intellectual T property pmtection of wor ers a t  the workplace, financial services, rules on 
mmpetition, pmtection of health and life of h u m ,  animals and plantn, food 
le~islation. mnsumer ~rotection including product liability, indirect taxation, 

i d e s  and st&dards, transpoxind the envimmnent. 
The Community shall provide Hungary with technical asahtame for the 

implementation of these measures which may include: -the exchange of ex- 
perta; -the provision of information; -aganizstion of aemhpn; -training 
activities: -aid for the translation of Community legislation m the relevant -.- . 
sectors 

84. Antitrust Acta in Poland (Feb- 1990), C h s l q v a b i a  ( M d  1991), Hun- 
a r v  Wanuarv 1991). Bukaria (May 1991). Ukrame (Apld 1992) and Ruma ( ~ Y  --, .----. 
1991) provoked a wide rn& of &enta. 

For a skeptical point of view, nee Blitzer, 'Is Competition Policy the Last Thing 
Central and Eastern Europe Need?," 6Am. U. J. Int7. L. & Pol. 347 (1991). Sheptieal 
views on the action of the new Antitrust Authorities of Eastern Europe alm in 
Brietzke, op. cit., supra n 11, at  24 and in Rubin, op. cit. supra a t  n. 12. About Hun- 
gary see Lautex, "Does Huneary's Antitrust Law Put the Cart Before the Home?,' 2 
 SEE^ Soviet & E u t  E u m r  Low No. 3 , 4  (1991). In particular, the legislation of 
the area seem to follow e EU model (and to deviate horn the American model ex- 
pressed by the Sherman Act) as regards the typification of prosecutable activitlss. 

The Ansociation Agreement8 mentioned above provided for the tempomry activity 
of mired mmmittees-awaifhg the creation of Association Coundls-to which the 
tank of harmonizing antitrust rules was committed. See, Competition Policy in Tran- 
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supported by a strong awareness in the countries concerned of the 
importance of making compatible the domestic legal systems with the 
one worked out by European legislator: even before the signing of 
European Agreements both Poland and Hungary have created special 
offices, called to assist the Parliament and the Government in their 
efforts to harmonize and coordinate the process of adaptation of legis- 
lation to EU req~irements.6~ 

CONCLUSION 

1. A Pmctical Conclusion 

The influence of foreign models, and their reception by the legis- 
lators of old and new post-socialist states has reached dimensions 
never before seen. For obvious reasons observers dwell upon sectors 
that are closer to business ~ractice. but new le~?islation based on 
comparative analysis is now a common practice in all sectors of the 
legal system, affecting constitutional law, criminal law and legal 
procedure. 

Prestige and political opportunity together encourage the spread 
of models develo~ed bv the EU within the whole Central and Eastern - - 
Europe.66 In some cases those models can be directly transplanted, 
without much modification. In other cases those new models are con- 
tained in EU member states special legislation, or in EU enactments 
not yet implemented at  the country level. In all cases a preliminary 
economic analysis of costs and benefits implied by the adoption of a 
'neww rule would be advisable, as EU solutions contain operative 
rules that generally reflect a preference for mass protection (of con- 
sumers and buyers) over the needs of pure economic de~eloprnent.6~ 

sition. CSFR, Hungary and Poland." East Eur. Bus. L., No. 7-8, 10 (1992); Wew 
Ukrainian Competition Act," East Eur. Bus. L., No. 4, 15 (1992). 

The EU level of protection of intellectual and industrial property rights, ex article 
36 of the Treaty of Rome. will be reached in 1997. In particular. the A g ~ e m e n t  with 
Poland gives as models the directives 89/104 on marka. 87/54 and 9Y2M) on 
softwaren. In a unilateral atatement, Poland committed itnelf to the enforcement of 
the European Convention on Patterns and to the Nice Agreement on Trade M a r h  
Classification within 1997, as well as to enter the Bern Convention on Copyrightn 
(Paris 1971) and to the Madrid F'rotoeol on Trade M a r h  Registration. 

86. See Hartnell. 'CentraYEastern Europe: the Long and Winding Road Toward 
Eumpean Union,' 15 Comp. L. Yearbook of lnt? Bus. 179, a t  196 (1993). 

66. For a thorough aaaeasment of the EU role in providing assistance in the a p  
prodmation of legal systems of the state members of CIS. nee the report: 'Shaping a 
Mnrket-Economy Legal System. A Report of the EClIS Joint Task Force on Law Re 
folm in the Independent States," in E m p e a n  Emnomy, no. 2.99ff. (1993). 

67. Exnmplea are the legislation on products liability, or certain rules on envimn- 
ment protection, that, if applied with the severit required by the text, muld lead to 
the elimination of some sectors of production 3 the Czech. Hungarian and Polish 
economies. Waelde and Gundereon m d y  point out that "exoessive amountn of leg- 
islative activity a t  the expense of other parts of the reform process can have negative 
effectam (supra n. 18. a t  360); in their opinion. 
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Legal drafters in the area should consider the question ?Does the 
X model respond todays8 to the needs of a post-Socialist economy?". 
Local jurists and legal advisers experienced in Western law" should 
be supported by the advice of eeonomic analysis of law as well as com- 
parative law experts.e9 This would surely prolong the time necessary 
to carry out legal reforms, but it would aleo increase the chances of 
the new legislation lasting and receiving within the recipient country 
the authority it  requires to become effective. 

2. A Theoretical Conclusion 

The study of foreign and uniform influences in post-socialist law 
adds a new reason for changing the static approach of Comparative 
law, based on a conventional division in Legal Families, into a dy- 
namic examination of the converging flows between the two mdor 
systems; such dynamic examination is called not only to give order to 
the outcome of legal transplants a t  the level of "positive law," but also 
to analyse the influence of the new factors of circulation, both norma- 
tive or scholarly, on the legal process, and on the implementation of 
the new  solution^.^^ 

Technical assistance agencies perhaps tend to over-value the impad of 
legislative reform because it is here-in the production of formally sanc- 
tioned texts on paper-that visible results for gratifying public consumption 
and justification of the organisation can be reached much more rapidly than 
change in real-life institutions and business d t u r e "  

(id. a t  360). 
A pragmatic attitude characterizes also J.P. NeN long article on protection of 

consumers righta in the Russian Federation; he states that 
'[. . .I legislators and administrators during these critical transition 

years must ensure that consumer rights are taken seriously, but that ew- 
mmic development is not snailiced at the altar of consumer protection. Care 
must be taken to strike an appropriate balance between empowering the 
Russian consumer aod encouraging much needed entrepreneurial initiative." 
NeN, "Empowering the Russian Consumer in a Market Economy," 14 Mieh. J. 

Int. L. 740, at 825-26 (1993). 
68. In Western h e t i e s  civil odes  laeted for decadee, sometimes for centuries. In 

the eoeialist experience their life was shorter. In the post-s&&t experience the old 
'pretension to eternity. of the civil odes  has to face the changing framework of the 
ewnomy during the period of transition. 

69. See S a m ,  'Legal Formants: A Dynamic Approach to Comparative Law," 39 
Am. J.  Comp. L. 343.364ff. (1991); Mattei, "Efficiency in Legal hnsplants :  An Es- 
say in Comparative Law and Eeommies," 4 Int7. Rev. L. Emn. 3 (1994). 

70. As it is known, even in countries sharing the same fundamental legal d- 
ture," identical laws, adopted as a result of legal transplant, generate in the long run. 
Meren t  interpretations; a good example is the application of the Civil Code in 
Belgium, as compared with the French experience. 

R. S a m  has agued that 
'Since legal rules do vary, it is legitimate to ask-even if jurists them- 

selves rarely do-whether these variations wnform to any law: not in the 
eense of a higher legal standard but in the sense of an  intelligible pattern. 
Resemh into the cauee of variations in legal rules is, in part, the job of the 
hologis t .  It becomes the job of the jurist as well, however, whenever the 
cauee of variation in the rule depends on ita nature or contents." supra a 69, 
a t  390. 
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Given this picture, the statement that post-socialist law hae eim- 
ply returned within the Roman-Germanic family from where it 
originated7' is open to two challenges: 
- the idea of Roman-Germanic family neatly separated from 

the Anglo-American legal family today does not have a eteady foun- 
dation either in the practice of the law in action, or in the theory of 
some jurists who are examining legal transplants;72 
- new models, by which post-socialist law reforms are inspired, 

are not only definable as continental models, since they are also mod- 
els borrowed from the EU, the uniform law, and the Anglo-American 
experience. - 

ORen in legal culture the jurists' analysis lives longer than the 
phenomenon examined. An example is how long the influence of Di- 
cey's work lasted in emphasizing the contrast between systems based 
on the rule or supremacy of law and systems based on the droit 
administmtif. 

Comparative analysis is grounded on facts and takes into consid- 
eration as mere "facts," or elements, or "formantsw of a system also 
opinions and ideologies of jurists belonging to the system analysed.7s 

In order to prevent even comparative analysis from running a 
similar risk of wrong perspective, a new, dynamic approach is neces- 
sary today to understand and evaluate the convergences now taking 
place between Western Legal Tradition (as a whole) and post-Social- 
ist law. 

71. See supra, a t  n. 7 
72. See Mattei, supra n. 69; Glenn, supra n. 8; W~se, supra n. 1; Waelde & Gun- 

demon. supra n. 17. a t  373-74. 
73. S a m ,  supra n 69. a t  390. 




